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NEW QUESTION: 1
The nurse is caring for a 2-year-old girl with a subdural
hematoma of the temporal area as a result of falling out of bed
and notices that she has a runny nose. The nurse should:
A. Help her to blow her nose carefully
B. Call the doctor immediately
C. Test the discharge for sugar
D. Turn her to her side
Answer: C
Explanation:
(A) The nasal discharge could be due to a cold. It is necessary

to gather additional assessment data to identify a possible
cerebrospinal fluid leak. (B) If the discharge is cerebrospinal
fluid, it would not be safe to encourage the girl to blow her
nose. (C) Cerebrospinal fluid is positive for sugar; mucus is
not. (D) Turning her to her side will have no effect on her
"runny nose." It is necessary to gather further assessment
data.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following BEST explains why sandboxing is a best
practice for testing software from an untrusted vendor prior to
an enterprise deployment?
A. It allows the software to run in an unconstrained
environment with full network access.
B. It restricts the access of the software to a contained
logical space and limits possible damage.
C. It facilitates the analysis of possible malware by allowing
it to run until resources are exhausted.
D. It eliminates the possibility of privilege escalation
attacks against the local VM host.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The free HP WallArt solution gives you access to professional
design content provided by which company?
A. Prints and More
B. Fotolia
C. Hewlett Packard
D. Images Unlimited
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA5-6190EEW.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are three important considerations when you create your
batch data to initialize employee balances?
A. You must initialize balances before you run any payroll
processes.
B. You must create your batches by Legislative Data Group.
C. You must include all balances for one employee within one
batch.
D. You must use the same date for all batch detail lines.
Answer: B,C,D
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